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ABSTRACT

SHARK-NIR is a coronagraphic camera with spectroscopic capabilities for the Large Binocular Telescope
(LBT) currently in its AIV phase, and operates in the near-infrared regime between 0.96 µm to 1.7 µm.
We describe the test bench for analyzing and integrating the coronagraphic masks, by reproducing the focal
plane scale, the entrance pupil dimension, and the coronagraphic techniques as similar as possible to the final
assembly. The alignment procedures and code developed in Python language evaluates if these methods are
accurate enough to reach the design tolerances and contrast requirements.

Keywords: SHARK-NIR, Coronagraphy, Exoplanets, Direct imaging, FQPM, Shaped pupils, Gaussian Lyot

1. INTRODUCTION

Large mirror and eXtreme Adaptive Optic (XAO) are necessary to collect many photons and reach a high
Strehl ratio, permitting direct imaging of evanescent luminosity of exoplanets through sophisticated optical
techniques such as coronagraphy. SHARK (System for coronagraphy with High order Adaptive optics from
R to K band) is an instrument for the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT), now in the integration phase and
will be installed in 2021 at the telescope, a binocular telescope with 8.4m of diameter each. It is composed by
two channels, a visible and a near-infrared arm, to be installed one for each LBT telescope, and it will exploit
unique, challenging science from exoplanet to extra-galactic topics with simultaneous spectral coverage from
B to H band, taking advantage of the outstanding performances of the binocular XAO LBT capability. The
visible channels (SHARK-VIS) operate from 0.5 µm to 1.0 µm, while the near-infrared one (SHARK-NIR)
operate between 0.96 µm to 1.7 µm. This paper refers only to the SHARK-NIR channel.
In exoplanet research, direct imaging of an exoplanet is a crucial point to understand many astrophysical
processes of these systems and represents a considerable technical challenge because of the very small angular
separation and high star-to-planet brightness ratio. In this observing situation, the contrast from a star and
the nearby planet is a parameter that easily overcomes the dynamic range of the best image sensor. The
coronagraphy is necessary to achieve dynamic range, a technique born with Lyot for observation of the solar
corona in 1930, but without solar eclipse.1 Advanced stellar coronagraphy, see Fig. 1, is similar in concept to
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Figure 1. Advanced coronagraphy uses an Apodizer mask to vary the intensity of the wavefront and an occulter mask
combined with a LS to decrease the starlight below the exoplanet intensity level.

Lyot, but with some innovations. The light of the star is focused by an AO system, in some cases with high
Strehl ratio, and the PSF is near to the diffraction limited resolution. Several Airy rings are superimposed
on a widely scattered light halo, containing several percents of the total flux, and we have access to a region
within few λ/D. The apodizer mask, which is located in the entrance pupil plane, rejects the light of the
star from the area of interest in the instrumental focal plane, improving the contrast. In the focal plane (the
Fourier Transform of the pupil plane) the peculiar shape of the apodizer mask changes the profile of the PSF.
These masks typically change the amplitude of the original wavefront, as in the original Lyot coronagraph, but
some masks change the phase, as the Four-Quadrant Phase Mask (FQPM). In the intermediate focal plane,
the contrast could be improved by applying an occulter mask reducing the residual light of the star.

The focal plane region of interest is characterized by a discovery space defined by a minimum and a
maximum angle from the star, similar to a circular crown around the occulted PSF of the star. The smaller
radius, the Inner Working Angle (IWA), is either defined as the minimum angular separation at which the
total energy throughput reaches 50% of its maximum value or the raw contrast reaches a threshold value. The
largest radius, the Outer Working Angle (OWA), is either defined as the maximum angular separation where
throughput is greater than 50% of its maximum or the raw contrast increases above a threshold.

A second imaging system creates the image of the pupil in a secondary plane, where the LS is located. The
typical diameter of the LS is 80% of the first pupil. The residual light is removed and the resulting image on
the scientific camera shows the region nearby the star at high contrast. From an optical design perspective,
modern coronagraphs are able to reach up to 1010 in contrast within 5λ/D.

A perfect alignment of these mask is crucial to achieve the expected astronomical performances for a
coronagraph. In section 2 we describe the science requirements which drove the design of SHARK-NIR. In
section 3 are presented the masks of SHARK-NIR and their features. Section 4 describes the opto-mechanical
test bench developed for the characterization of the masks and their alignment procedure. The algorithms
that assisted the optical alignment are explained in section 5. Finally, we report in 6 the achieved results:
the alignment error budgets, the evaluation of coronagraphic raw contrasts and one practical example of a
simulation of a planet detection.

2. SCIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR SHARK-NIR

An essential property of the LBT AO system is the capability of realizing a high Strehl Ratio (SR) at moderately
faint magnitude (R>10). The AO upgrade SOUL2 will provide an additional 1-2 magnitude gain to obtain
the same level of correction as given by FLAO, opening the field of high-contrast AO imaging to targets much
fainter than feasible using SPHERE and GPI. This feature will allow deep search for planets around targets
like, e.g., M dwarfs in nearby young associations and solar-type stars in nearby star-forming regions (e.g.,
Taurus-Auriga, located at d=140 pc). But SHARK-NIR will also provide new discoveries for top-level science,
as described in my master’s thesis.3 We report in Tab. 1 a summary of the top-level scientific requirements,
which have been used as drivers for the system design.
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Table 1. Summary of SHARK-NIR top-level scientific requirements. The second column reports the instrument mode
involved: DI to refer to Direct Imaging without coronagraph, CI is Coronagraphic Imaging, DBI is Dual Band Imaging
and LSS is Long-Slit Spectroscopy.

Target Mode Requirements

Exoplanets
CI, DBI

IWA: maximum 300 mas, goal: 100 .. 200 mas
Contrast: 105 ÷ 5× 106 for separations <300 mas;
105 ÷ 106 in the range 300 ÷ 500 mas;
Rmag: 5 ÷ 10
FoV: <1×1 arcsec

LSS
Resolving power: R ≈ 100 and R ≈ 700
SNR: >5

Disk CI

IWA: 150 ÷ 200 mas
Contrast: 104 ÷ 105 at separations of 200 ÷ 300 mas
Rmag: 6 ÷ 12
FoV: <1×1 arcsec

Stellar jets LSS

IWA: 150 ÷ 200 mas
Contrast: 103 at separations of 200 ÷ 300 mas
Rmag: 6 ÷ 12
FoV: <1×1 arcsec
Resolving Power: R ≈ 100

AGN DI, CI

IWA: 200 ÷ 600 mas
Contrast: 105 .. 5× 106 at 2000 mas for z = 0;
Contrast: 104 at 700 mas for z = 0.1 ÷ 1.1;
Rmag: 9 ÷ 14
FoV: 5×5 arcsec and 15x15 arcsec
for, respectively, DLAs and AGN

3. CORONAGRAPHIC MASKS OF SHARK-NIR

The optical design of SHARK-NIR,4 see Fig. 2, is characterized by two intermediate pupil planes and an
intermediate focal plane to allow the implementation of advanced coronagraphic techniques, such as the SP
coronagraph. The nominal optical quality is characterized by a very low wavefront error, and an error budget
has been allocated to keep NCPA of the science channel within few tens of nanometers RMS, allowing to reach
a contrast better than 10−5 at 500 mas separation, when observing bright targets in good seeing conditions.
Table on the bottom of Fig. 2 summarizes the name definitions of the fundamentals planes in SHARK-NIR.
In bold are highlighted the characteristics that has been replicated in the test bench presented in Section 4.
SHARK-NIR design also includes a dual-band imaging channel, which can be selected by inserting a Wollaston
prism into the second pupil plane (PP2 on Fig. 2). The prism divides the input beam into two output beams
inversely polarized. Different combinations of filters can be applied to the two beams, which are focused and
recorded on the H2RG detector displaced by about 14”. Each of the two-beam is characterized by a FoV of
about 2”.

Three coronagraphic techniques5 have been implemented:

• Gaussian Lyot, which requires an occulter with Gaussian transmission profile in FP-CORO and a pupil
stop in PP2;

• Shaped Pupil (SP), which requires an apodizing mask in the APO plane, an occulter in FP-CORO
and a pupil stop in PP2. The apodizer generates a dark area in FP-CORO, which is occulted by the
FPM. Finally, residual diffraction is suppressed by the pupil stop;

• FQPM, which requires a Four-Quadrant Phase Mask (FQPM) in FP-CORO to suppress on-axis starlight
and a pupil stop in PP2.
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Principal Optical Components Acronym Pupil diameter Plate scale Pixel scale
Incoming F/15 Focal Plane FP-LBT - 1.67 mas/µm -
First Pupil Plane
(TT mirror)

PP1 - TTM 11.15 mm - -

Folded Focal Plane
(local WFS)

WFS - 1.4 mas/µm 21 mas/px

Intermediate Focal Plane
(occulters, slits)

FP-CORO - 1.14 mas/µm -

Second Pupil Plane
(Lyot masks, LSS dispersing
elements, Wollaston prism)

PP2 14.92 mm - -

Final Focal Plane
(scientific)

FP-SCI - 0.8 mas/µm 14.4 mas/px

Figure 2. The optical layout of SHARK-NIR. In red the coronagraphic planes. The table resumes main components.
Lyot Stop and Grism [LS-GRISM], Science Filter Wheels [SFW], Apodizer Wheel [APO], Atmospheric Dispersion
Corrector [ADC], Off-axis Parabola [OAP1...4], Pupil Lens Deployable [PLD], Narcissus Mirror [NM].

The coronagraphic mode will provide the possibility to observe both in the field and pupil stabilized mode.
Since SHARK is located at the Gregorian focus of LBT, there is no optical rotation of the pupil during the
observation. The field stabilized observations thus need a mechanical derotation, so SHARK-NIR is supplied
with a derotator, adding considerable complexity to the instrument. In this mode, only the Gaussian Lyot
coronagraph and the FQPM can be used because SP apodizers are designed taking into account the spider
shadows of the secondary mirror. On the other side, in pupil stabilized mode, the whole set of coronagraphs
could be exploited.

The coronagraphic FoV will depend on the coronagraphic techniques selected and its range will be from
about 8 λ/D for the SP, to the whole FoV (18”x18”) in the Gaussian Lyot case. The IWA is also depending
on the technique and ranges from 2.6 to 3.5 λ/D at 1.6 m. The total throughput of the instrument depends
on the coronagraphic technique, and it is ∼ 25% with the Gaussian Lyot technique, and ∼ 7% with the SP
coronagraph.
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3.1 Gaussian Lyot

In a Gaussian Lyot coronagraph, the electric field amplitude in the image plane is spatially modulated according
to a Gaussian transmission profile. The mask amplitude transmission is given by the formula:

M(r) = 1− e−( rα )2

Where r is the angular separation and α is a free parameter. It can be shown that, following the definition,
the IWA is given by:

IWA = α×
√
ln(2 +

√
2)

An example of transmission profile, both amplitude and intensity M(r)2, is shown in Fig. 3 for a 120 mas IWA.
We opted for a 3 λ/D IWA, which corresponds to 120 mas at 1.6 µm. Continuous (greyscale) transmission
profiles cannot be accurately reproduced with standard metal deposition methods in the NIR. For this reason,
we decided to approximate the Gaussian profile using microdots, a technique named halftoning. This is the
same approach adopted for example for NirCAM coronagraphs on board of JWST.6 The final Gaussian FPM
appearance is shown in Fig. 3. The Lyot stop has a diameter equal to 85% of the pupil one and a central
obstruction of diameter equal to 12%, corresponding to 12.6 mm and 1.8 mm (Tab. 2).

Figure 3. Left: the theoretical binary mask. Middle: an image in white light of the mask on the test bench. Right:
1-D amplitude and intensity transmission profiles of a Gaussian mask designed for a 120 mas IWA. The IWA location
is identified by the horizontal line in correspondence of 50% intensity transmission and corresponds to roughly 100 µm
considering SHARK-NIR platescale in the coronagraphic focal plane.

3.2 Shaped Pupils

The Shaped Pupil (SP) technique consists in re-shaping the telescope pupil, constraining transmission to be
either 0 or 1 across the pupil.7 Apodizers for SHARK-NIR have been designed at the Institut de Planétologie
et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble (IPAG) and tested on an E2E Fresnel simulator developed at INAF-Padua.
The final designs that will be implemented in SHARK-NIR are presented in Fig. 4 left. The SP glass substrates
present a wedge of 2 arcmin to avoid ghosts from multiple internal reflections to fall inside the discovery space.
The apodizers are designed considering the diffraction of the LBT spiders, Fig. 4 right. The SPs apodizers
have been selected after a simulation campaign in which we explored a huge parameter space and several
post-processing techniques.5,8

The three SPs share the same OWA, while the IWA is slightly lower for SP1, which is the one designed for
moderate contrast all around the star. On the other hand, SP2a and SP2b are designed to go much deeper in
contrast, but on a reduced non circularly-symmetric discovery space, whose angular extent is 100° on opposite
sides of the star. The discovery areas of the asymmetric designs are oriented perpendicularly one to each other
in order to cover the full 360° degrees around the star when used in combination. Apodizers are located in a
wheel 50 mm after PP1 and they are coupled to a Focal Plane Mask (FPM) in FP CORO and a Lyot stop in
PP2. FPMs (one for each apodizer) are dimensioned in such a way that only the discovery area is transmitted
(see column ‘FP-CORO’ in Tab. 2). The Lyot mask is the same for the three designs and its diameter is only
slightly smaller than the pupil one (14.6 mm, corresponding to 2% undersizing).
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Figure 4. From left to right, the symmetric mask SP1 and the asymmetric SP2a and SP2b masks. Top: design of the
masks. Bottom: images of masks acquired on the test bench. Left: The arms supporting the secondary and the tertiary
mirrors of LBT generate a shadow in the primary mirror that design the entrance pupil of the telescope.

3.3 Four Quadrant Phase Mask

The four-quadrant phase-mask (FQPM) coronagraph suppresses on-axis starlight by means of a phase mask
in the focal plane. The mask divides the FP into four quadrants and induces a π phase shift on two of them
on one diagonal (Fig. 5 left). Provided that the image of the star is perfectly centered on the common vertex
of the quadrants, then the four outcoming beams combine destructively at infinity and the stellar light in the
downstream pupil plane is totally rejected outside of the pupil area. This light is then easily blocked by means
of a Lyot stop. This concept has been tested with near-infrared light both in the lab9 and on sky.10 The
phase mask has been manufactured at Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation en Astrophysique
(LESIA) in Paris. We opted for a monochromatic design optimized at 1.6 µm, that in principle need an infrared
test bench to be qualified. If we look at the ratio of the PSF peak intensity with and without the coronagraph
(i.e. the attenuation) as a function of wavelength for a phase mask optimized to work at 1.6 µm, we see a local
minimum at a wavelength around 550 nm (see Fig. 5 right). For this reason, we decided to perform the tests
and the alignment of the FQPM in the visible (which is much easier for several reasons), using white light
lamp with a filter (λ=550 nm, FWHM=40 nm) or a green laser (λ=545 nm). The Lyot mask has an outer
diameter of 98% and an internal obstruction of 20% of the pupil diameter, which translate into 14.6 mm and
3.0 mm (see column ‘Lyot Stop’ in Fig. 2).
In Tab. 2 are resumed all coronagraphic masks of SHARK-NIR, located in the first pupil plane (APO), inter-
mediate focal plane (FP-CORO) and Lyot stop plane (PP2), planes referred to Fig. 2.

Figure 5. The division of the focal plane operated by the FQPM coronagraph superimposed on the star PSF. In two
quadrants on one diagonal, a π radiant phase shift is applied. On the left is shows the attenuation of the four quadrant
mask vs wavelength.
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Table 2. The design of the SHARK-NIR masks and their design characteristics.

(*) Maximum throughput: throughput decreases with increasing proximity to the star
(at IWA, it is 28%).

4. SHARK-NIR CORONAGRAPHIC TEST BENCH

To perform the AIV alignment procedure in clean room, we built an optical test bench.11 The bench simulates
the one of SHARK-NIR, but without the off-axis parabolas. The design constraints of this bench are:

• visible working wavelengths (633 nm, 550 nm);

• an entrance pupil of diameter 11.15 mm and located 50 mm before the apodizer wheel;

• the same focal plane scale of SHARK-NIR at 1.6 µm (1 λ/D = 35 µm);

• the LS diameter of 80% of pupil diameter;

• an observable reference for the optical axis.

Fig. 6 shows the optical bench (top) and an illustration of the optical bench parts (bottom): starting from
the laser, the bench is developed only by using lens and flat mirrors, instead off-axis parabolic mirrors as in
the final SHARK-NIR bench. Testing the coronagraphic masks at different wavelengths, we need a setup that
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Figure 6. Top: Image of the coronagraphic test bench. Lower: optical scheme of the test bench. The areas with green
border represent optomechanical parts mounted on a translation stage or interchangeable.

can change the focal plate scale and compensate the chromatism, by moving few optical parts. We decided
to localize the main PSF image from L2, in the surface of the mirror, like the cat’s eye reflection∗, to have a
robust reference position of the focal plane. We re-imaged the PSF in the coronagraphic focal plane by inserting
another lens [L3]. A collimator [L4] and a focusing lens [L5] create on a camera [CCD-1] both the pupil and
the PSF image, by inserting or removing the focusing lens [L5]. L5 is mounted on a motorized translation
stage where there is also mounted a folding mirror [FM4] to create the ”Lyot Stop Simulator”. The first Lyot
stop [LS1] is located near FM4, but produces a pupil smaller than the required one. A re-imaging lens [L6]

∗Cat’s eye reflection occurs when a collimated beam is focused by a lens in the surface of a mirror, and the back
reflected light beam assumes the same aperture of the incoming rays.
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creates the Lyot stop [LS2] with the required dimension. The light is folded by two different mirrors ([FM5]
and [FM6]) and passes through the focusing lens [L7] to generate the final PSF on CCD-2. An interchangeable
lens [L8] realizes on CCD-2 an image with magnification 1:1 of the Lyot stop [LS2] to tune the magnification
factor produced by L6.

The test bench consists of five sub-systems:

• Source Simulator: 20 mW He-Ne laser (633 nm or 545 nm), ND filters, Plane mirror [FM1], spatial
filter, Pellicle Beam Splitter [PBS], Lens (D50.8 FL=300 mm) [L1]. The collimated beam from the
red laser (633 nm), replaceable with a green one (545 nm), is stabilized by a spatial filter and a beam
expander ([L1] plus [Iris]). Between the spatial filter and the collimating lens, a pellicle beam splitter
[PBS] can be inserted to collect light from an fiber optic [FO-5] coaligned with the laser and mounted on
a X-Y-Z stage;

• First Pupil Plane Simulator: Plane folding mirror [FM2], Iris [Pupil], Apodizer wheel [APO Wheel]
on PI stage + Mercury controller. FM2 is used to compensate the wedge of the apodizer masks. The iris
located 50 mm before the apodizer wheel is illuminated by a collimated beam and simulates the entrance
pupil of SHARK-NIR with 11.15 mm of diameter.

• Focal Plane Simulator: Lens (D50.80 FL=700 mm) [L2], Plane mirror [FM3], Lens (D25.4 FL=70 mm)
[L3], Coronagraphic focal plane wheel [CORO wheel] on PI stage + Mercury controller, Lens (D50.80 mm
F100 mm P5630) [L4], Lens (D50.80 mm FL=150 mm) [L5] mounted on a PI linear stage mod. M511.D
(position repeatability 0.1 µm), Camera (AV Pike F-145B pixel size 6.45 µm resolution 16 bit) [CCD]. L2
focuses the beam ”cat’s eye” on FM3, we used a deployable Foucault slit on a translation stage to move
it on FM3 until half of the PSF is covered. This permits to see a sharp feature in the coronagraphic focal
plane to define its position in z-direction. L3 is free to move in z-direction to change the plate scale due
to the different working wavelengths and matching 35 µm at 1 λ/D. The coronagraphic FP is re-imaged
on CCD-1 using two lenses, L4 as collimator, and L5 as a focusing lens. L5 is deployable and when we
remove it we can see the entrance pupil or the apodizer masks on the CCD. L4 plus L5 magnify the focal
plane on the CCD-1 of 1.5x.

Between L2 and FM3 a Fast Rotating Diffuser [FRD] (12000 RPM) can be inserted to remove the
interference fringes due to the laser source, on the pupil and focal plane.

• Lyot Stop Simulator: Plane Folding Mirror [FM4], first Lyot Stop [LS1], Lens (D50.80 mm F90 mm)
[L6], second Lyot Stop [LS2], Plane Folding Mirror [FM5, FM6], (D50.80 mm F150 mm) [L7]. The second
Pupil Plane (PP2) is located in the test bench after L4, 1.498 mm diameter, too small with respect to
the real one of SHARK-NIR in PP2 (14.92 mm). L6 is then used to re-image the pupil with the required
diameter (14.60 mm = 98% of SHARK-NIR pupil). For the fine tuning of the magnification factor by
L6 of LS1, we use L7 and CCD-2 keeping the system in 1:1 imaging relay.

• Scientific Focal Plane Simulator: Lens (D50.80mm F200mm) [L8] for PSF reconstruction on CCD-2
(Edmund EO-6412M pixel size 2.4 µm resolution 16bit), CCD-2 is mounted on PI linear stage (M414.2DG,
position repeatability 1 µm). We acquire the PSF or the Lyot Stop image by simply replacing L8 with
L7, since they have the same z-position.

The optical alignment of the coronagraphic masks of SHARK-NIR was performed following an accurate
procedure11 drawn up to reach the design tolerance and the error budget for the final alignment of the coron-
agraphic subsystem in the clean room.

5. PYTHON ASSISTED ALIGNMENT

The optical alignment was supported by the development of specific codes written in Python language, in
particular for calculating the center and focus of the coronagraphic masks, and also the stage position in
rotation. Role of this software was not only for the bench alignment, but also for the installation phase of
SHARK-NIR at LBT and for the operational phases. Here we describe the most important tools developed.
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5.1 True focal plane scale and PSF center

The physical dimension of the PSF on the focal plane of SHARK-NIR is 35 µm, corresponding to 1 λ/D at
1.6 µm. We used visible light and followed these steps:

• acquiring 30 images of the PSF, co-aligning them with a cross-correlation to reduce jitter of the laboratory
air turbulence and creating an averaged image of the PSF;

• fitting the PSF image with a 2D Gaussian model and extracting the coordinates of the center (x0, y0);

• performing an Airy disk fit from center of coordinates (x0, y0) by using Astropy modeling,12,13 the fitting
error is calculated by LMFIT,14 recalling that FWHM = 1.028 λ/D ≈ 2.355 σGauss ;

• converting the result from pixels to µm in the focal plane. The algorithm error is about 0.02% in center,
that means 0.1 µm in the focal plane. The error on the Airy radius is typically 0.25 µm.

The error is related to the accuracy of the stage where L5 is mounted: the x-axis movements are controlled
by the PI linear stage M511.DG with a position repeatability of 0.1 µm, the y-axis movements are manual
by using a translation stage with repeatability of 1 µm. Recalling the magnification factor 1.5x of the L4/L5
system, a conservative value for the PSF center error is 3.0 µm in the coronagraphic plane, half of the pixel
size. The results of this code is showed in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. The results of the ”PSF.Center” routine in the Python code.

5.2 Speckle mitigation

By using a monochromatic laser source, we experience interference fringes which can make hard a precise
measurement of the image features. On the other hand, this monochromatic source was necessary to have a
good S/N ratio for raw contrast evaluation. To solve the fringes issue, for example in the case of measuring
the center of the SP circular focal plane mask, we followed this procedure, see Fig. 8:

Panel a) The mask superimposed to the PSF generated by L2/L3. In the transmissive area, we can see the
Airy’s rings but it is not possible to measure the inner and outer radius of the occulter.

Panel b) By introducing the FRD in the optical path the (not rotating), the light of the PSF is scattered
in multiple directions, the FPM OWA appears clearly, but the speckles are dominant, and the
measurement is still tricky.

Panel c) When the FRD is running, it mitigates the speckles and only the interference fringes due to the
thickness of the mask substrate remain. We easily remove them by using a filtering in the Fourier
space, the Python code applies this filter by masking the regions indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 8. The fast-rotating diffuser and the improvements in the image quality.

5.3 Entrance pupil

By removing L5 we see on CCD-1 the image of the entrance pupil, we measure the center of the aperture by
running our python code to realize the first reference of the optical axis. We need to reduce the noise due to
the interference pattern generated by the monochromatic laser beam and the disuniformity in the illumination
of the path. This is an usual situation in the optical benches and for the optical instrumentation. The software
procedure to analyse the pupil image follows these steps (see Fig. 9):

a) visualize the original image with the interference pattern;

b) act a filtering in the spatial frequency domain corresponding to the high frequencies of the interfer-
ence;

c) create the inverse Fourier filtered image;

d) compute the background map from the Astropy routine astropy.bkg_estimator, normally used
to create a normalized flat reference;

e) the final image is corrected for the background gradient, and the resulting intensity of the pupil
border is more uniform than the original image and ready to be measured, independently from
illumination defects and exposure time, working with both monochromatic and broad band sources.

Figure 9. The software procedure to analyses the pupil image.

The resulting image of the pupil shows the diffraction pattern due to the contour, wide over 10 pixels and
irregular, around 60 µm, with 30× 104 levels of intensity. We defined as the center of the pupil, the center of
a circle fitting an isophote to a precise value of the contour. The isophotal fitting computes the center of a
round shape following these steps:

• by using the module measure.find_contours of scikit-image15 we find iso-valued contours in the
image for a given level value, resulting an array (x, y) of coordinates along the contour. As an option
we can smooth the image by a Gaussian o median filter (scipy.ndimage.filters.gaussian σ = 5 or
scipy.ndimage.median of 5 px) to increase the intensity uniformity;

• compute a preliminary center C0 by averaging the coordinates along x and y;

• define a function f(C0,x,y) of the mean circle passing for all points and centered to C0;
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• we obtain the best circular fit of an isophotal level by minimizing the error function of f using all points
in the contour (scipy.optimize.leastsq).

Moreover, the inner part of the profile shows a typical Fresnel diffraction amplitude profile. In optics, the
Fresnel diffraction equation for an aperture is solved in terms of integrals that cannot be obtained by analytical
methods. These integrals contain arguments concerning of the Cartesian coordinate system and are known as
Fresnel integrals,16 which are writable as a Gaussian Error Function.17 We fit the Fresnel profile of the pupil
edge with a Gaussian Error Function to extract the mean value of the rising part and perform an isophotal
interpolation for ±1000 intensity levels with steps of 10. We obtained 200 estimations of the center from
which we extracted the mean value and the associated accuracy. In Fig. 10 we report the center of the pupil
(x0 = 726.51 ± 0.09 [px] and y0 = 513.68 ± 0.04 [px]). The fitted diameter of 287.69 ± 0.31 [px] is used to
determine the scale factor and the root sum squared (RSS) associated to the center in the pupil plane, equal
to 4.4 µm.

Figure 10. On the left: the center of the pupil is determined by an interpolation of the isophotal level of the border with
a circle. On the right: the line Fresnel profile of the border, from outer to the inner part, fitted by the Error Function.

5.4 Best focus position

We need to measure the amount of diffraction at the edge of masks and estimate the z-error of the final position.
The masks wheel is mounted on a translation stage with 1 µm resolution to perform a sweep through the focal
position by capturing an image every 10 µm.

The most focus-sensitive mask is the FQPM, while SP FPMs are less sensitive, having a tolerance of the
order of a few hundreds of microns, see Fig. 17 left. In Fig. 11 is shown the efficiency of the FRD by illuminating
the whole surface of the FQPM. The transitions are unresolved, and their profiles appear sharp on-axis (2-LP
in the figure) and larger off-axis (1-LP) because of field aberrations. However, in both cases, the extracted
profile across the transition shows a clear drop in transmission, see Fig. 11 on the right. To compute the
best focus position we extract the linear profile near the center of the mask for all images in the sweep range.
For each profile we extract the FWHM to perform a 4th-order fitting. The minFWHM defines the best focal
position of the mask.

For the other focal plane masks we used the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)† filter which amplifies the edge
contrast in the image, following these steps:

• removing high frequencies with FFT filtering;

• computing the LoG of the image using scipy.ndimage.gaussian_laplace Python module;

• do the FFT of the LoG, High Frequencies in Fourier Space (HFFS) increase, and summing the counts in
HFFS, which is defined by a distance, r, from the center;

†Multidimensional Laplace filter uses the gaussian second derivatives18
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Figure 11. We stressed the large utility of the FRD to measure with high precision the FQPM. 1-LP and 2-LP represent
the linear profile along the segments.

• fitting the resulting data with a polynomial of 5th order and finding the maximum;

• computing the position error with a variation of the inner radius of HFFS, which defines the accuracy of
this method.

As an example, we reporte in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 the efficiency of the LoG that increases the intensity in
the region of the HFFS. The sweep for the focus is performed in a range of 350 µm. The precision of this
method was evaluated by varying the radius of the HFFS from 16% to 33%, resulting in 26 µm Peak to Valley
(PtV).

Figure 12. The Laplacian of Gaussian of the image and their Fast Fourier Transform. The sum of counts in the HFFS
(outside blue regions), increases and is used to fit the best focal image.

Figure 13. The variation of the HFFS through the focus positions by applying the LoG method compared with the
FFT of the LoG image.
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5.5 Shaped Pupil Apodizer masks

The requirement is that the apodizer masks have to be aligned better than 0.5% of their diameter. The image
of the apodizer on the CCD-1 is not perfectly sharp because the apodizer is positioned 50 mm after the pupil.
We decided to use a template matching library, the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN),
to measure the center, rotation and scale factor of the mask. This procedure starts from a template image of
the apodizer and use the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) of OpenCV.19 Uncertainties associated to
the center and the orientation measured with this method are of the order of 0.1 pixels and 0.2◦, respectively.
They have been estimated by iteration over a series of referenced images displaced and rotated one over the
other of known quantities. In case of using broadband illumination but low light illumination, we take more
images to increase the S/N ratio, and to perform the FLANN routine the histogram of the image’s level is
stretched to the maximum digit depth (16 bit). Fig. 14 shows the results of this procedure for the apodizer
masks.

Figure 14. The graphical result of center and rotation of the masks determined by the template matching.

5.6 Coronagraphic Focal Plane masks

As shown in Tab. 2, there is a variety of shapes to measure. We used the FRD to obtain an uniform illumination
of the masks and a Fourier filter to remove the fringes (if present). We describe the processes of the specific
algorithm for the features detection to measure the masks center, diameter and rotation, as resumed in Fig. 15:

• SP1 image represents a circular crown. We start to identify the circular shape of the crown by using
Python OpenCV Canny Edge Detection algorithm.20 The result is passed to a Hough transform,21,22

which identifies the most prominent circles separated by certain distances in the Hough space, via the
image processing collection scikit-image.hough_circle_peaks. The result is accurate within ±0.5 px,
see Figure 15;

• SP2a/b image is asymmetric and we need to measure the center and the rotation angle. To do this
we apply simultaneously two different Hough transforms, for detecting lines and circle. The center is
defined by the fitted circle. The absolute orientation of the mask is defined by the bisector intersecting
the transmissive areas (the perpendicular to the yellow line, shown in Fig. 15 top-right);

• Gaussian mask consists of a distribution of dots. Its image is transformed by a Gaussian filter with
σ ∼ 5 pixels. Then a 2D Gaussian fitting computes the center and the size of the mask (3 σ). The error
in centering is below of 0.02 px that means 0.1 µm in the focal plane;

• The FQPM substrate is transparent, with a transition between the quadrants drawing a cross. We use
the Hough transform to identify 4 lines which represent the central path of the transition. Since the
fitted lines don’t intersect in a single point, but they rather define a square (see Fig. 15), we defined the
mask center as the geometrical center of this square. The accuracy of the centering algorithm is ±0.03
pixels (equal to 0.1 µm in the FQPM plane).
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Figure 15. Features detection. Top panel, from left: center determination of SP1 by Canny Edge Detection of the
crown edge; the Hougs transform to detect the center of SP2a and for the rotation angle of SP2b. Bottom panel, from
left: center of Gaussian Mask by Gaussian filtering and fitting; the Hougs line detection of the FQPM to compute the
rotation of the mask and the center of the discontinuity; a zoom into the rectangle defined by the lines interception.

5.7 Lyot stop masks

Lyot masks images are elaborated as the SP ones, we compute center and dimension by the isophotal fitting
applied to the internal or external ring. Focus position uses the same code used for SP.

5.8 Fine alignment of focal plane masks

The coronagraphic wheel is a crucial tool to center the masks with the reference PSF, by the rotational
movement of the wheel and the radial movement of the mask inside its mount on the wheel, see Fig. 16.
The rotational movement is entrusted to a motor with high precision, the M-116.DGH of PI-Instrumente. The
budget allocated for the occulting mask wheel positioning repeatability is 8 arcsec (40 µrad). For alignment
purposes, it is required to rotate the focal plane coronagraphic masks in steps not wider than 2 µm. Since
the distance of the center of these masks from the pivot point of the wheel is 43 mm, this translates into a
minimum incremental step for the rotatory stage of 9.5 arcsec (47.5 µrad). We optically tested the position
repeatability of the coronagraphic wheel by acquiring a sequence of images of SP1 occulter in diffused light.
The centroid shift values are the shift of the coronagraphic mask divided for the radius of the focal plane wheel
resulting a repeatability from the PtV values of the shift movement of 3 arcsec.

Figure 16. Left: the arrow indicates the rotational and radial movements of the mask wheel. We positioned a goniometer
fixed on the wheel to screw of a known amount the mask mount. To calibrate the radial and azimuthal movement, a
series of four images are taken with known separation.
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For the radial movement of the mask we act on a micrometric screw by using an Allen wrench. The screw
pitch is 400 µm / 360◦ as declared by the company. In order to control the amount of shift we are applying
when the screw is turned, we fixed a goniometer on the wheel, as in Fig. 16. We can consider a sensitivity in
radial centering of the FPM of about 5 µm.
We wrote a Python code that, given the coordinates of FPM and PSF centers on CCD-1, calculates how much
rotation we have to apply to the micrometric screw and how much to the whole wheel (via the motor) to align
the mask in the radial and azimuthal direction, respectively. To do it, the Python procedure converts the
distance between the FPM and the PSF from Cartesian to polar coordinates (ρ, θ). The natural choice for the
origin of the polar reference frame is the position of the FPM wheel center on the CCD. With this choice, the
differences ∆ρ and ∆θ between FPM and PSF centers directly translate into what we need. This operation
requires a preliminary calibration step, in which the coordinates of the FPM wheel center are determined. To
do that, it is necessary to acquire four images of the FPM (with the diffuser) in four different positions. An
example of the four images (assembled together via software) is shown in Fig. 16. Position 2 is obtained from
position 1 by turning the radial screw five times (the same holds for images 3 and 4). The line passing through
the centers of 1 and 2 intercepts the one passing through the centers of 3 an 4 in a point which is the position
of the FPM wheel center. It is preferable to do this procedure with a SP occulter since it is much easier to
determine its center compared to the FQPM.

6. RESULTS

6.1 Alignment error budgets

We report in Tab. 3 the error budget associated to the procedure of centering the apodizers to the optical axis.
The optical reference on the CCD is obtained by imaging the entrance pupil and measuring its center with
isophotal fitting. Uncertainties are expressed both in % of the pupil diameter (assuming SHARK-NIR pupil
size of 11.15 mm, i.e. 650 pixels) and in pixels (where a measurement on the CCD is implied). We obtained
for apodizer masks on the test bench an error in center of 0.35%, that corresponds to an optical accuracy of
38.6 µm. Since the pupil size on SHARK-NIR FP-SCI is larger, the error in SHARK-NIR descreases to 0.16%
of the pupil, which means 18.4 µm. The alignment of the apodizers to the optical axis is not extremely critical
at this stage, since at LBT we will align the telescope pupil to the SHARK apodizer, that is the interface
between telescope and instrument.
We report in Tab. 4 the error budget associated to the procedure described in Section of centering the focal
plane mask to a reference. The error is ±5.3 µm and is mainly due to the low accuracy of the radial movement
performed with the Allen wrench.
The measured sensitivities in defocus and decenter define the contrast limits which put our total error in a
confident level of accuracy.
Finally, in Tab. 5 we report the clocking error of apodizers and FPMs. The clocking error is defined as the
deviation of the mask orientation from its nominal one. Each mask has to be oriented as in Tab. 2 with respect
to the incoming beam. The uncertainty on apodizers orientation is calculated as the PtV of the fluctuations
inherent to the FLANN algorithm (we found no fluctuations for SP1 H). Uncertainty on FPMs orientation has
been estimated to be half a pixel at the edge of the mask, which corresponds to 0.3◦. The rotation error for
APOs and FPMs is variable from 0.07◦ to 2.8◦, below the ±5◦ required.

Table 3. The error budget associated to the procedure of centering the apodizer masks. The % error referred to the
pupil in the test Bench is marked whit [%]B, the one of SHARK is marked with [%]S.

Uncertainty Comments/Remarks
[pix] [%]B [%]S

Pupil center determination 0.1 0.03 0.02 isophotal fitting on the pupil border
Apodizer center determination 1 0.34 0.15 fit to manually selected points
Accuracy in radial centering - 0.04 0.04 5 mm in the wheel plane
Accuracy in azimuthal centering - 0.01 0.01 5.3 arcsec by using the final software
APO wheel repeatability - 0.04 0.04 3 arcsec

Total 0.35 0.16
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Table 4. The error budget associated to the procedure of centering the FPMs to a reference. The hypothetical reference
is the center of a pupil image obtained with isophotal fitting. FPM center determination for asymmetric FPMs is less
accurate. We report both values separated by a slash.

Uncertainty
[±µm]

Comments/Remarks

Reference determination 0.5 isophotal fitting

FPM center determination 0.5/1.0
SP1 (isophotal fitting) /
SP2 (manual fitting)

Accuracy in radial centering 5.0 5 µm in the wheel plane
Accuracy in azimuthal centering 1.0 4.1 arcsec
FPM wheel repeatability 0.6 3 arcsec

Total 5.2/5.3

Table 5. The clocking error of apodizers and FPMs. Last column report the relative clocking error between the
asymmetric FPMs and their respective apodizers

Mask Absolute clocking error Relative clocking error
APO [°] FPM [°] required ±5°

SP1 H 0.07
SP2a H 0.8±0.1 -0.6±0.3 0.2±0.4
SP2b H 2.8±0.1 1.2±0.3 3.0±0.4

6.2 Contrast Sensitivity

The z-position of the wheel changes the FP mask position with respect to the PSF, affecting the final contrast
of the coronagraph. We estimated the related tolerance of a defocus and decenter in the mask. The tolerance
in focus alignment is calculated by moving the FPM in z (with micrometer) around the best focus at steps of
10-30m and acquiring, for each position, an image of the FPM in diffusion and a coronagraphic image. The
center of the FPM is used as the pole to compute the azimuthal average of residual light in the corresponding
coronagraphic image. We repeated the test for a large amount of defocus positions, by moving the FPM in z
(with the micrometer) around the best focus at steps of 500 µm, both in intra and extra-focal direction.
We also investigated the sensitivity to movements of the FPM in decentering (x,y). In this test, we moved the
FPM from the aligned position (24.13 mm) with the micrometer at steps of 10 µm in both x and y direction
and acquired, for each position, an image of the FPM in diffusion and a coronagraphic image. Fig. 17 resumes
the results of the contrast computation, showing small sensitivity with respect to the defocus position and a
sensitivity for decenter of 10 µm.

Figure 17. Left: the contrast for best focus position is shown in black, while in rainbows color the curves obtained at
other positions in z, from 12.3 mm to 14.3 mm position. The best focus position is in the middle. Right: The contrast
curves achieved at different decenter positions from the on-axis one (black), decenter position in mm. Blue dotted lines
are the position of IWA and OWA.
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6.3 Raw Contrast

Figure 18. Left: the radial profile of the measured off-axis PSF of SP2a H, compared with a simulated one. The broader
peaks in the measured profile might be an effect of the bench turbulence. Right: raw contrast of SP2a H. The two
vertical red lines mark the position of IWA and OWA.

The scientific yield of a coronagraph depends on performance metrics that are a fundamental part of the
design of an instrument. The most widely used metric is the raw contrast, defined as the fraction of collected
planet and starlight detected in the discovery space. The total rejection measures the ratio of the total intensity
of the direct image to that of the coronagraphic image. The peak attenuation is the ratio of the maximum
of the direct image on-axis to that of the coronagraphic image. The minimum detectable planet-to-star flux
ratio is an observational metric that limits the detection in an observation, related to stellar photon noise and
signal to noise ratio for the detection. Coronagraph could be designed to minimize the limiting flux ratio,
considering the photon noise, the speckle noise due to wavefront stability, and the interaction between the
wavefront error and the diffracted starlight, in the un-aberrated case. With the mechanical and software tools
previously described, we defined a procedure to obtain a well-aligned coronagraph and compute the final raw
contrast. We measured the raw contrast for SP2a H. For this measurement we used the green laser (532 nm).
In Fig. 18 left, we compare the measured radial profile of the off-axis PSF with a simulated one. We found
a very good match between the two. Raw contrast is displayed in Fig. 18 right. The measured contrast is
slightly better than the simulated one.

6.4 Fake Planet

The simulation of a fake planet in the discovery space is an alternative test to qualify the raw contrast of the
coronagraph. The planet simulator, see Fig. is composed of a Thorlabs lamp (SSL201L/M) with a narrow
band He-Ne filter (633nm) positioned inside. The light is injected into the optical path by means of a Pellicle
Beam Splitter (PBS) and two optical fibers in cascade:

• M28L01 Multi-Mode, �400 µm, 400 ÷ 2200 nm, 0.39 NA

• P1-630A-FC-2 Single Mode, 633 ÷ 780 nm, 3.6 ÷ 5.3 µm at 633 nm.

The first fiber with a large core was used to collect as much light as possible, and the output was coupled
with an objective lens with 40X power. The input of the second fiber was mounted in an x-y-z translation stage
to reach with high accuracy the focal position of the objective lens. The alignment was performed measuring
with a power meter + photodiode the maximum intensity at the fiber output. The He-Ne laser beam passes
through a spatial filter and is collimated by a second lens. Positioning a mirror after the beam expander
in autocollimation, the back-reflected light is deviated by the PBS in the direction of the fiber optic. Here
too the fiber is aligned and focused with an x-y-z translation stage, and the focus is reached observing the
maximum flux in a power meter. We observed, in CCD-1, the two PSF in the focal plane of the coronagraph,
one from the laser and one from the lamp. The same wavelength guarantees the absence of chromatism and
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Figure 19. Video 1 From left: PSF intensity to the 8th Airy annulus, with superimposed the contrast measured for SP1; 
simulated PSF without apodizer plus fake planet; PSF of the apodizer SP1, the discovery space is the dark inner 
region,and the excess of the PSF light is diffused outside the OWA; the fake planet a 10−4 in contrast near the IWA. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2561409.1

focus dragging. The core of the FO-5 has the same dimension of the pin-hole of the spatial filter in the beam 
expander, generating a second unresolved source.
By inserting the SP1 apodizer, the discovery space appears around the principal PSF, see Video 19 middle, and 
we dislocated the PSF of the fake planet close to the IWA, acting on the translation stage of the fiber optic 
output FO4-out. Then we removed the SP1, and we measured the EE of the two PSF until they reach the same 
value, inserting OD2 and OD3 in the laser path and slightly decentering the FO-5 input. At this point, we 
boosted the exposure time of the CCD to see as best as possible the Airy’s rings. The intensity of each ring is well 
known, and we decentered the FO-5 input with respect to the objective lens axis to realize the same intensity of 
the 8th ring, corresponding to a contrast of 10−4, see Fig. 19 left. We inserted the apodizer SP1 and the 
corresponding focal plane mask obtaining the high contrast image of the fake planet near the IWA, with a Signal 
to Noise Ratio of 36 with a single image, see Fig. 19 right.

7. CONCLUSIONS

SHARK-NIR is a coronagraphic camera with spectroscopic capabilities for the LBT, currently towards to end of 
the AIV phase. The XAO of LBT pushes Strehl Ratio to the top-level regime and permits high contrast imaging 
of exoplanets, for new discoveries and characterizations. The coronagraphic components selected for SHARK-
NIR, the Shaped Pupil masks (SP), the Gaussian Lyot, and the Four-Quadrant Phase-Mask (FQPM), need high 
accuracy in optical alignment and high repeatability to achieve the goals required by the scientific cases. We built 
a test bench, operating in the visible, for developing optimized alignment procedures, characterizing the 
coronagraphic masks and assessing their sensitivity to decenter and defocus. For data analysis, we developed 
specific routines in Python language. In particular, we implemented template matching to measure the center 
and orientation of shaped pupils apodizers and robust algorithms of feature extraction for focal plane masks 
(especially the asymmetric ones), achieving very high precision in the alignment of every component. We used a 
fast rotating diffuser and a dedicated Python code to remove interference pattern of monochromatic light used to 
illuminate the test bench. This was particularly useful for the alignment of FPMs. The FQPM was particularly 
challenging, since the coronagraph is monochromatic at 1.6 µm. We performed the alignment of this coronagraph 
in visible light, exploiting the attenuation window in the visible domain at 550 nm. We also tested the contrast 
with a simulated fake planet, tuned to a contrast of 10−4 with respect the simulated host-star.

These methods have reveled accurate enough to reach the design tolerances and to obtain raw contrasts in 
agreement with simulations.
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